
Christ King Gives Back

Grades 3-5 (Session 2)
Dog toys for the Humane Society
No-sew hats and scarves

Grades 6-8 (Session 1)
Painting rocks with scripture verses
Making sandwiches for Guest House

Session Descriptions - Grades 3-5

Beautiful Rosary Bracelets/Rugged Pocket Rosaries
Make a beautiful rosary bracelet with glass beads, complete with a crucifix
and miraculous medal. Wear it to remind you to pray or give it as a gift. Are
bracelets not your thing? Make a rugged pocket rosary out of beads and
paracord.

What’s the Buzz?
Students will learn about the dynamic life of the honey bee. They will get
up close and personal with a live observation bee hive. They might even
get to taste some real, local honey.

Mock Trial of Goldilocks
Goldilocks breaks into the 3 bears' house. Guilty or not guilty? You get to
decide. Students will serve as the attorneys, judge, and jury as they try
Goldilocks and learn about the court system.

JK Lee’s Tae Kwon Do
Learn beginner basics of Tae Kwon Do and the life skill of focusing
attention.

Hour of Coding
Enjoy an opportunity to try an interactive coding activity and learn a
little bit about computer science



Lacrosse
Currently America’s fastest-growing sport, lacrosse is a game that
everyone can enjoy! Come learn and try our nation’s oldest sport.

Field Hockey
An introduction to field hockey by coaches and players from DSHA. Field
hockey is one of the most popular sports in the world and at DSHA. Each
year approximately 80 Dashers come out for the sport, and most players
have never tried it before. Field hockey is a stick and ball sport played
generally like soccer-but with a stick!

Introduction to Sign Language
Students will be exposed to basic signs in American Sign Language
including the alphabet, colors, foods, animals, and some basic phrases, i.e.
“Hello, “How are you?”, “My name is ______”, I like _____”

Fun Science with a Scientist
Dr. Hodges will lead an exciting and educational series of experiments
using physics and chemistry. Topics will include exothermic reactions,
electromagnetism, and physical properties of gas behavior.

Rescue Gang Dog Rescue
Learn what the Rescue Gang does and have a chance to meet some of
their dogs.

Zumba/Groove
Learn dance fitness based in Latin/pop rhythms

Operation CK
Participate in a variety of educational and interactive activities, including
medical Jeopardy, hands-on ultrasound, teaching about
medical/surgical instruments, x-ray review, operation game station,
trying on/using surgical attire, and a Jell-o surgery simulator.



Meet Truman!
Come learn about Wauwatosa’s therapy dog…Truman. You’ll get to spend
time with him and learn how therapy dogs are trained, whom they help,
and what they do for the community.

Minute to Win It
How many games can you win in a minute? Come and find out. You’ll have
fun playing some of the most challenging and funny games with your
friends…work together to see who can win the most in 60 seconds!

Hawaiian Dance (girls only)
Students will learn basic hula steps, the culture of Hawaii, and a Hawaiian
dance.

How is it Made: Real Maple Syrup (3rd-4th)
Do you like maple syrup? Do you wonder how it is made? This class will
show you how maple syrup is made starting with the maple tree and ending
with a sample taste of the sweet stuff.

Cross Stitch a Bookmark (4th-5th)
Learn the basics of cross-stitching by making a bookmark. Learn to choose
a design, thread a needle, and begin stitching!

Fun with Ukuleles (5th only)
Learn a little about the history of the ukulele and Hawaiian culture and
leave with a new ukulele song under your belt!



Session Descriptions - Grades 6-8

Hawaiian Dance (girls only)
Students will learn basic hula steps, the culture of Hawaii, and a Hawaiian
dance.

Cross Stitch a Bookmark
Learn the basics of cross-stitching by making a bookmark. Learn to choose
a design, thread a needle, and begin stitching!

JK Lee’s Tae Kwon Do
Learn beginner basics of Tae Kwon Do and the life skill of focusing
attention.

Hour of Coding
Enjoy an opportunity to try an interactive coding activity and learn a little
bit about computer science

Lacrosse
Currently America’s fastest-growing sport, lacrosse is a game that
everyone can enjoy! Come learn and try our nation’s oldest sport.

Introduction to Sign Language
Students will be exposed to basic signs in American Sign Language
including the alphabet, colors, foods, animals, and some basic phrases, i.e.
“Hello, “How are you?”, “My name is ______”, I like _____”

Fun Science with a Scientist
Dr. Hodges will lead an exciting and educational series of experiments
using physics and chemistry. Topics will include exothermic reactions,
electromagnetism, and physical properties of gas behavior.

Fun with Ukuleles
Learn a little about the history of the ukulele and Hawaiian culture and
leave with a new ukulele song under your belt!



Air Donut Duel
Learn about the science of toroids in nature and how they form. We will
play with a large toroid cannon built from a garbage can and
classmates will compete in an epic Air Donut Duel. Lastly, everyone will
build a personal handheld air donut cannon to impress their friends and
amaze their parents!

Cartooning
Try a class demonstrating the basics of cartooning, including joke structure
and simple drawing techniques.

First Aid Basics
Learn how to handle basic first aid situations, including how to manage an
emergency from a registered nurse. You will build and bring home your own
first aid kit.

Minute to Win It
How many games can you win in a minute? Come and find out. You’ll have
fun playing some of the most challenging and funny games with your
friends…work together to see who can win the most in 60 seconds!

iPhone Photography
Bring your smartphone to school for Discovery Day to learn the best way to
use your camera from a professional photographer. Must have your own
smartphone to participate. Small class size will make sure you get some
experience.



Please mark your top three choices for the two sessions that you are not
participating in a service project. Please return this form to your homeroom
teacher by Friday, March 22nd. If you are not at school on registration
day (Monday, March 25th), this form will be used to register you for
sessions.
Student Signature _____________________________________________

Session 1 Session 3
Christ King Gives Back (6th-8th) Maple Syrup Making (3rd & 4th)
Introduction to Sign Language Beautiful Rosary/Rugged Pocket
Mock Trial of Goldilocks Rosaries (3rd-5th)
Operation CK Rescue Gang Dog Rescue (3rd-5th)
Fun Science with a Scientist CPR/First Aid (3rd-6th)
Minute to Win It Hawaiian Dance (3rd-8th girls only)
Hour of Coding What’s the Buzz (3rd-8th)
Meet Truman! JK Lee Tae Kwon Do (3rd-8th)
Lacrosse Lacrosse (3rd-8th)
Field Hockey Minute to Win It (3rd-8th)
Zumba/Groove Cross Stitch a Bookmark (4th-8th)
Hawaiian Dance (girls only) Fun with Ukuleles (5th-8th)
Cross Stitch a Bookmark (4th & 5th) Air Donut Duel (6th-8th)

Cartooning (6th-8th)

Session 2
Christ King Gives Back (3rd-5th)
Introduction to Sign Language
Hour of Coding
CPR/First Aid (6th only)
Fun Science with a Scientist
Air Donut Duel
Cartooning
Cross Stitch a Bookmark
Minute to Win It
iPhone Photography
Fun with Ukuleles
Lacrosse
Hawaiian Dance (girls only)


